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Di-rect - Adrenaline

 [Intro]
C# A E                        C# A E
          I need adrenaline         Put it to the task

 [Couplet]
What if live became a game and your quest dropped down the drain
Could you manage on your own or rather did someone you did not know
I didn t know, I had it all, how was it to know she had to fall
Getting girls has gone uphill, I really need a thrill

 [Pre-ref]
G G\A/G#
   I put it to the task
   I m in second gear
   I got it up my chest, but won t quit or rest, I will fear no fear (no fear!)

 [Refrein]
B                    C#                       G#                         G F# F
Let it go, let it flow, from my mind threw my soul, it s all adrenaline.
Let it go, let it flow, from my face up to my brains, I need adrenaline
(to take control)

 [Couplet]
And when I see threw, I realize it s someone new
I think she takes control, increasing fear, I feel my dear
And I wo___nder, how far I ll go
But it ki___lls me, I NEED TO KNOW!

 [Pre-ref]
I put it to the task
I m in second gear
I got it up my chest, but won t quit or rest, I will fear no fear (no fear!)

 [Refrein]
B                    C#                       G#                         G F# F
Let it go, let it flow, from my mind threw my soul, it s all adrenaline.
Let it go, let it flow, from my face up to my brains, I need adrenaline
(to take control)

 [Bridge]
                       D|-------9~9~-7~7~------9~9~-7~7~--
                       A|--7~7~-----------9~9~------------
I realize, she s truly gone, disappeared like a bullet that leaves a gun

 [Refrein]



B                    C#                       G#                         G F# F
Let it go, let it flow, from my mind threw my soul, it s all that s dragging me.
Let it go, let it flow, from my mind threw my soul, it s all adrenaline.
Let it go, let it flow, from my face up to my brains, I need adrenaline,
(to take control)

Let it go, let it flow        (I need adrenaline)
Let it go, let it flow         I need it
Let it go, let it flow        (I need adrenaline)
Let it go, let it flow         I feel it

Yoh

Btw. The C# could also be a C#m, not sure about that....
Btw2. If you know some more of Di-rect,
could you please E-mail me @ skit3000@hotmail.com ? Thank you in advance...


